Quiz 38 – Family and Friends
Famous People
1. Which 16th century astrologer became famous for his obscure prophesies?
2. Who lost both legs in a flying accident in 1931 but went on to have a distinguished flying
career in WWII?
3. Which celebrity chef is proprietor of The Fat Duck restaurant in Bray, Berkshire?
4. Which US president made his money in the peanut industry?
5. What is Madonna’s surname?
Science and Nature
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the common name for Tetanus?
What term is used to describe a number only divisible by itself and 1?
What animal has a name that means ‘river horse’?
What is another name for the Northern Lights?
What does a hygrometer measure?

General Knowledge
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In which country would you find the original Legoland?
What type of nut is used to make almonds?
What is the most consumed manufactured drink in the world?
Which products are associated with the German town of Dresden?
Which word is used to describe a crossbreed between two animals or two plants?

True or False
1.
2.
3.
4.

It’s illegal to put graffiti on your neighbour’s cow in Texas.
You can sneeze in your sleep.
Ostriches stick their heads in the sand when they feel threatened.
The Channel Tunnel is the longest rail tunnel in the world.

5. The Spanish National Anthem has no words. Flip
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Pot Luck
1. Who entered a contest to find his own look alike and came third a) Elvis b) Groucho Marx or c) Charlie Chaplin?
2. In Texas it’s illegal to swear in front of –
a) a corpse, b) the mayor or c) a priest?
3. Which breed of dog used to be sacred in China –
a) Cockapoo b) Pekingese c) Spaniel?
4. Casterly Rock is the ancestral home of which family in Game of Thrones –
a) The Starks b) The Tully's c) The Lannisters?
5. Which of these means a speech in a play where a character talks to themselves rather than to
other characters –
a) Interlude b) Revue c) Soliloquy?
Connection- All these answers have an astronomical connection
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What was the theme tune for the film breakfast at Tiffanys?
What was the title of the first number one hit for the group The Animals?
What was the name of the world’s first jet airliner?
Which newspaper did Clark Kent work for?
What was the title of the religious programme broadcast by ITV from 1969 – 1977?
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